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ABSTRACT
We present Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) narrow-passband Ha and [S II] images and broadband
continuum images of the region around an extremely luminous optical and X-ray supernova remnant
complex in the spiral galaxy NGC 6946. These images, obtained with the PC1 CCD of the Wide Field
Planetary Camera 2, show a circular, limb-brightened shell of diameter [9 d/(5.1 Mpc) pc] super-0A.35
posed on the edge of a larger, lower surface brightness elliptical shell or ^34 pc] 20 pc).(1A.4 ] 0A.8,
The HST images allow us to see that the [S II] :Ha ratio remains high across both shells, indicating that
both are collisionally heated. A brightening of the Ha and [S II] line emission arises on the eastern side
of the smaller shell, where it is apparently interacting with the western edge of the larger shell. Our HST
V image includes the nebulaÏs strong [O III] j5007 emission in the blue wing of the Ðlter, providing a
glimpse at the [O III] nebular morphology. The smaller shell looks similar, but the extended structure
looks sharper than in Ha and [S II] images, reminiscent of a cavity wall. The HST and ground-based
continuum images show the brightest members of the underlying and adjacent stellar population, indi-
cating the presence of massive OB stars in and near the region. A new optical ground-based spectrum
conÐrms that the [N II] :Ha ratio is enhanced in the region, consistent with mass loss from massive
stars. These data show an average ([S II] jj6716, 6731) :Ha ratio across both shells of D1 and a mean
electron density of D400 cm~3, indicating preshock densities of order 10 cm~3. We interpret this
nebular morphology and supporting information as an indication of multiple supernova explosions in
relatively close temporal and spatial proximity. We discuss possible scenarios for this complex region
and the reasons for its extreme luminosity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The face-on spiral galaxy NGC 6946 [SAB(rs)cd, de Vau-
couleurs, de Vaucouleurs, & Corwin 1976 ; d \ 5.1 Mpc, de
Vaucouleurs 1979] has generated at least six supernovae
(SNe) in the last 85 years. This rate is rivaled only by M83,
also a face-on Scd galaxy, which has had six recorded SNe
(see Cowan & Branch 1985 and references therein ; also
Liller 1990). Both NGC 6946 and M83 show evidence of
active star formation and starburst activity, with at least
some of the observed SNe presumably arising from young,
massive stars.
With so many historical SNe seen in these two galaxies, a
large number of young supernova remnants (SNRs),
perhaps older than the historical record but still relatively
young, might be expected to be present. Some of these
young SNRs might still be in the relatively brief (¹2000 yr)
““ ejecta dominated ÏÏ phase, like the luminous SNR in NGC
4449 (Blair, Kirshner, & Winkler 1983). Such considerations
motivated us to undertake deep ground-based CCD
imaging surveys of NGC 6946 and M83 using interference-
Ðlter images to search systematically for young optical SNR
candidates.
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 Based on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope,
obtained at the Space Telescope Science Institute, which is operated by the
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., under NASA
contract NAS 5-26555.
In the course of an imaging survey of NGC 6946, an
extraordinarily bright optical SNR was discovered (Blair &
Fesen 1994) within the error circle of a bright ROSAT Posi-
tion Sensitive Proportional Counter source having a lumi-
nosity of keV) D 3 ] 1039 ergs s~1 (SchlegelL X(0.2È31994). This object is listed as No. 16 in a subsequent optical
SNR survey of NGC 6946 (Matonick & Fesen 1997 ; here-
after the object will be designated MF 16) and is several
times brighter than any of the other 26 SNRs they identi-
Ðed. VLA observations show MF 16 to be a powerful radio
source, several times brighter than the young, Galactic SNR
Cas A, indicating a probable interaction with dense circum-
stellar or interstellar material (Van Dyk et al. 1994). In fact,
the large observed X-ray, optical, and radio luminosities
initially suggested a relatively youthful, ejecta-dominated
remnant similar to the NGC 4449 SNR mentioned above.
However, a moderate-resolution optical spectrum (Blair &
Fesen 1994) showed no evidence of either high velocities or
peculiar abundances. Furthermore, the VLA observation
resolved the source at 6 cm at about 1A, or 25 d/(5.1 Mpc)
pc. Collectively, these observations indicated that the object
is an unusually luminous but otherwise normal, average-
size, interstellar mediumÈdominated SNR.
We have used the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2
(WFPC2) on the Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) to obtain
high-resolution images of the region surrounding the
unusually luminous SNR in NGC 6946. We have also
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obtained deeper ground-based optical spectra of the SNR.
These new observations are reported in the next section,
followed by a discussion of possible interpretations of this
remarkable region. Our conclusion, based primarily on the
observed morphology of the emission, is that MF 16 is
actually a small region, containing multiple SNRs, in which
a relatively youthful SNR is currently interacting with the
shell of an older, neighboring SNR. However, the tremen-
dous luminosity of the region arises not only from the
interaction region between the two SNRs but also from
the dense surroundings into which the shock fronts are
expanding.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTIONS
2.1. HST Imaging
CCD images of NGC 6946Ïs northeastern section, which
contains the unusually luminous SNR complex, were
obtained on 1996 January 27 with WFPC2 aboard HST .
The SNR was positioned near the center of the PC1 CCD
to provide both good resolution and sufficient Ðeld cover-
age to assess its local environs. Filters and exposure times
were Ha F656N (2] 700 s), [S II] F673N (2] 1100 s),
V -band F555W (400 s), and B-band F439W (2] 400 s).
There was only one F555W exposure because the exposure
was shorter than the default exposure time for the CR-
SPLIT optional parameter to be invoked automatically.
Unfortunately, having only a single exposure makes
cosmic-ray removal problematic.
The broadband B and V images were intended to provide
a continuum band for comparison against the emission-line
images, as well as color information on the underlying
stellar population in the region to be studied. In reality, the
B-band data show only modest detections of the brightest
stars in the region, and the nebular emission from the SNR
(primarily from [O III] j5007) was sufficiently bright to be
recorded on the F555W exposure in addition to the stars.
The observations were planned so that the three WFC
CCDs would be placed on the bright northern spiral arm of
NGC 6946, allowing a search for other SNRs using the
[S II] :Ha ratio (see Long et al. 1990 ; Blair & Long 1997).
The results of our analysis of this portion of the obser-
vations will be reported separately. Here we report exclu-
sively on the emissions detected with the PC1 CCD.
Data reductions used the calibrated data extracted from
the Guest Observer tape provided by the STScI, using tasks
available in the IRAF/STSDAS environment.2 Images were
checked for accurate alignment and then exposure pairs
(where available) were combined with the task CRREJ, re-
moving the bulk of the cosmic rays (although some isolated,
hot camera pixels remain). For the single F555W image, the
region surrounding the SNR was manually cleaned using
IRAFÏs IMEDIT task ; the image was carefully checked
against the other frames to avoid removal of real features.
However, because the F555W exposure was the ““ deepest ÏÏ
available for showing the stellar component, it was not
always possible to make a clear determination.
Figure 1 shows an aligned 18A region including the ultra-
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
2 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observa-
tories, which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research
in Astronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National
Science Foundation. The Space Telescope Science Data Analysis System
(STSDAS) is distributed by the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI).
luminous SNR (left below center of each panel) and its
environs in all four bandpasses. In Figures 1È5, north is to
the upper right and east to the upper left, as in the original
HST data sets. An OB association and its H II emission can
be seen at the lower right in Figure 1, and another SNR
(MF 15) identiÐed by Matonick & Fesen (1997) and men-
tioned by Blair & Fesen (1994) is at the upper right.
Although the stretch in Figure 1 is performed to show the
faintest emissions detected, the tremendous relative surface
brightness of MF 16 (about 10 times as bright as MF 15 at
Ha) is obvious.
For comparison with the HST data and to provide
context, in Figure 2 we show ““ postage stamps ÏÏ of ground-
based CCD images of the region, from the imaging data
reported by Blair & Fesen (1994). The four bandpasses
shown are Ha, [S II], [O III], and a red continuum band
centered at 6100 The images are rotated to match theA .
HST data, and the region shown is square, slightly21A.6
larger than the region shown in Figure 1. The left panels
show a ““ soft stretch,ÏÏ making it easy to correlate features
against the HST images, and the right panels are contrast-
enhanced to show fainter structures not visible in the HST
images. Although MF 16 is saturated, note the appearance
of the second SNR (MF 15) at upper right, the brightness
and extent of the H II emission associated with the OB
association at lower right, and the presence of distinct con-
tinuum emission at and adjacent to the location of MF 16
itself. At least the brightest of the stars contributing to this
emission are visible in the HST images. These data will be
discussed further in ° 3.
Because only one image was available with the F555W
Ðlter, we show ““ before ÏÏ and ““ after ÏÏ images of the region
directly around MF 16 in Figure 3. While most of the
cosmic rays are obvious in the top panel and are cleaned
out very well with the IMEDIT task of IRAF, the reader
should note that a couple of cosmic rays that a†ect the SNR
shell directly cannot be corrected for without uncertainty.
Because of the low level of detection of MF 16 in the
F555W exposure, this could have a minor residual a†ect on
the appearance of this region.
In Figure 4, we show a 3A region centered directly on MF
16 from all four of the HST images, with the contrast set to
show the overall structure of the region. The Ha and [S II]
images show very similar morphologies, dominated on the
west by a bright crescent of emission that is part of a small
circular ring and on the east by a larger structure with lower
surface brightness and, possibly, multiple loops. In F555W,
the small ring is more uniform in brightness but positionally
coincident with the ring seen in Ha and [S II]. The larger
structure, however, looks quite di†erent, showing a more
elliptical shape, possibly with a sharper edge. The presence
of a star squarely in the extended structure, as seen in the
F555W exposure and conÐrmed by the F439W image, may
a†ect this comparison.
Because the appearance in Ha and [S II] is so similar, we
have added these images together to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio (S/N). We have also used the MAGNIFY task in
IRAF to subsample the summed data and the F555W data
by a factor of 2 to reduce the visual appearance of pixela-
tion. Figure 5 displays these two images for comparison. It
is clear that the star within the shell is just barely detected in
the narrowband summed image, but it does not signiÐcantly
contaminate the image. Figure 5 also introduces some
nomenclature we will use in the discussion below.
E N
MF 15
MF 16
d
c
a
b
F656N F673N
F555W F439W
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FIG. 1.ÈHST WFPC2 images of a square region near MF 16, from the PC1 chip. Top left, F656N (Ha) ; top right, F673N ([S II]) ; bottom left,17A.94
F555W (approximate V -band continuum) ; bottom right, F439W (B-band continuum). The scaling has been set to show the faintest features detected, so MF
16 (bright object, lower left) appears saturated. (MF 16 is seen in F555W because of bright [O III] j5007 nebular emission passed by the broad Ðlter.) A nearby
OB association and H II region is visible at lower right, and another SNR (MF 15) is visible at the upper right on both [S II] and Ha frames. In this Ðgure and
Fig. 2, north and east are as indicated in the F439W panel. The arrows are 5A long.
2.2. Optical Spectroscopy
Moderate-resolution optical spectroscopy of the lumi-
nous NGC 6946 SNR was obtained on 1995 October 18
using the 2.4 m Hiltner Telescope at the Michigan-
Dartmouth-MIT (MDM) Observatory. A modular spectro-
graph similar to that in use at Las Campanas Observatory
was employed with a slit, a 1200 line mm~1 58002A.0] 4@ A
blaze grating, and a 1024 ] 1024 Tektronix CCD detector.
A 4000 s exposure was taken covering the wavelength range
4660È6940 with 2.34 pixel~1 and pixel~1 spatialA A 1A.4
scale along the slit. E†ective spectral resolution based on
measured comparison lamp line widths was 3.93 at 5000A
or 235 km s~1. The position angle of the long slit wasA ,
[30¡ and thus cut through spiral arm emission regions to
the northwest and southeast of the MF 16 region. In addi-
tion, emission from the H II region to the northwest of
MF 16 (see Fig. 2), as well as faint emission from the area
between this region and MF 16, can be seen in the two-
dimensional representation of the long-slit spectral data.
This highlights the fact that while the HST images show
exquisite detail, they are only detecting the emission fea-
tures with the very highest surface brightness in the region.
The data were reduced using standard IRAF software
routines and calibrated with Hg, Ne, and Xe lamp expo-
sures and four standard stars taken from Oke (1974), Stone
(1977), and Massey & Gronwall (1990). A one-dimensional
spectrum of MF 16 was carefully extracted and corrected
for background sky and minor adjacent emission contami-
nation. The calibrated and reddening-corrected spectrum is
shown in Figure 6. Measured line intensities are shown in
Table 1. Slight di†erences between this spectrum and the
one shown by Blair & Fesen (1994) are due to the di†ering
background extraction technique used here, which should
be more accurate, and to the use of the Cardelli, Clayton, &
H-alpha
[S II]
[O III]
6100 A cont.
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FIG. 2.ÈGround-based CCD images of the region around MF 16 from the KPNO 4 m telescope (see Blair & Fesen 1994 for details). The region shown is
square, slightly larger than the region shown in Fig. 1, and has been rotated to match Fig. 1. The labeled panels on the left are at low contrast, for direct21A.6
comparison with Fig. 1 ; at right they are at higher contrast, showing fainter details not visible in the HST data.
Mathis (1989, hereafter CCM) extinction curve in this paper
(compared with that of Savage & Mathis 1979 in our earlier
paper). These data will be discussed further below.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. T he Stellar Component
The continuum images from HST are sufficiently deep to
allow us to characterize the brightest stars in the region in
and around MF 16. In Figure 1 (bottom left), we have
labeled four of the brightest, isolated stars ““ a ÏÏÈ““ d,ÏÏ with
star ““ d ÏÏ being within the shell of MF 16 itself. These four
stars are clearly visible in both the V -band and B-band
HST images. Using calibration information from the Ðle
headers, we have derived magnitude and color information
No. 3, 2001 ULTRALUMINOUS SNR COMPLEX IN NGC 6946 1501
FIG. 3.ÈEnlargement of a region around MF 16 showing the e†ect of cosmic rays (and of their removal) in the single WFPC2 F555W frame. Top,6A.2
original image ; bottom, image after manual cleaning with IRAFÏs IMEDIT task. Note the presence of real stellar features in and around the MF 16 region.
for these stars, as listed in Table 2. We Ðnd that the magni-
tudes and colors of stars ““ a,ÏÏ ““ b,ÏÏ and ““ c ÏÏ are consistent
with the idea that they are typical brightest (visual) OB
association members with little extinction. For instance,
Mihalas & Binney (1981) list andM
V
\[6.2
(B[V )\ [0.29 to [0.24 for Galactic O8ÈB0 supergiants.
This would correspond to a visual magnitude of V \ 22.34
at d \ 5.1 Mpc, comparable to the observed values (see
Table 2).
Somewhat in contrast, star ““ d ÏÏ is much redder. However,
its V magnitude is comparable to that of the other stars and
may even be brighter (although the photometry is compli-
cated by the presence of the [O III] emission in the F555W
frame), so it is plausibly very similar to stars ““ a,ÏÏ ““ b,ÏÏ and
““ c ÏÏ but more heavily reddened. This points to fairly heavy
and local extinction in the MF 16 region. The faint stars just
to the west of MF 16, visible in F555W, are not detected in
F439W. Deeper, more complete photometry of the stellar
component in this region would permit us to better eluci-
date the characteristics of the local stellar population.
However, because we are only detecting the brightest stars,
it is possible that the MF 16 region includes a substantial
F656N F673N
F555W F439W
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FIG. 4.ÈEnlargements of the region immediately surrounding MF 16 from the WFPC2 data, scaled to show details of the nebular structures. Panels and
orientation are the same as in Fig. 1, but the region shown is just square. Note the similarity in appearance between the Ha and [S II] images,3A.0
demonstrating nearly constant [S II] :Ha ratio over the structure, and the di†ering appearance in F555W. (The nebular emission in F555W is attributed to
[O III] j5007.)
but moderately reddened OB association that is just at the
limit of detectability in the current data set.
3.2. T he Nebular Component
Figures 1 and 2 can be used to place the nebular com-
ponent in context with its surroundings. A photoionized
emission region lies 9A northwest of the SNR, about 220 pc
in linear projection. This H II region can be seen on both
image sets (Figs. 1 and 2), but it is better seen in the ground-
based images, and it has an associated star cluster most
readily seen in the F555W image. The nebular emission
from the H II region seems to be double, but the OB associ-
ation shows no such bifurcation. The stellar association
occupies a region at least 50 pc in diameter and appears to
have either an extension to the southeast in the direction of
MF 16 or a separate, poorer, more heavily extincted cluster
close to MF 16.
The second, fainter SNR (MF 15) appears as a faint loop
of emission and is most readily visible in the [S II] exposure
(see Figs. 1 and 2). This object was noted by Blair & Fesen
(1994) as another probable SNR in NGC 6946, and its SNR
nature was conÐrmed by Matonick & Fesen (1997). The
roughly circular limb-brightened shell is about as bright in
[S II] as in Ha ; a few stars, fainter than those listed in Table
2, are visible in this region in the F555W frame (see Fig. 1).
The diameter of this shell is approximately or 32 pc at1A.3,
the assumed 5.1 Mpc distance. This remnantÏs surface
brightness, though relatively bright compared with other
SNRs in NGC 6946 (Matonick & Fesen 1997), is nearly an
order of magnitude lower than that of MF 16.
As can be seen from Figures 4 and 5, the MF 16 nebula is
extended in an east-west direction, with overall dimensions
of or 34 pc] 20 pc, roughly similar in scale to1A.4] 0A.8,
the Cygnus Loop in our Galaxy (cf. Blair et al. 1999). What
was just a single bright spot of emission seen in ground-
based images is now resolved into a complex region of
several distinct shells, all of which exhibit strong [S II] emis-
sion relative to Ha, indicative of collisional heating.
A bright, nearly circular ringlike feature, which we call
““ loop 1,ÏÏ is seen at the western edge of the emission
Loop 3
Loop 2
Loop 1
F656N + F673N
F555W
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FIG. 5.ÈTop, Ha and [S II] images combined to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and subsampled to reduce the e†ects of pixelation ;. bottom, subsampled
version of the F555W image for comparison. The region shown is square, and orientation is the same as Fig. 1.3A.0
complex. It has a diameter of corresponding to D9^0A.35,
pc. Loop 1 exhibits a very bright and well-deÐned south-
eastern limb or crescent in both the [S II] and Ha images.
Loop 1 also appears in [O III] jj4959, 5007 line emission, as
indicated by the F555W image, but with a more uniform
appearance. Because this emission is leaking through the
wing of the broad F555W Ðlter it looks quite faint, but this
is deceiving. Given the tremendous [O III] luminosity in the
ground-based data (cf. Fig. 2), it is more likely that loop 1 is
uniformly bright in [O III] but shows only marginal di†er-
ential brightening in the crescent region (see especially
Fig. 5).
A second, lower surface brightness but larger emission
loop, ““ loop 2,ÏÏ is located just east of loop 1. It appears
roughly circular, and it has a diameter of (20 pc).D0A.8
Loop 2Ïs western limb coincides in projection with loop 1Ïs
bright crescent. A still fainter and more easterly emission
loop, ““ loop 3,ÏÏ can also be seen, but it is more poorly
deÐned. For the part that is visible, a dimension roughly
comparable to loop 2 is indicated. It is not clear whether
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FIG. 6.ÈDereddened optical CCD spectrum of the MF 16 complex in
NGC 6946, obtained at MDM ObservatoryÏs 2.4 m Hiltner Telescope, in
Arizona. Top, overall spectrum; bottom, magniÐed vertical scale for inspec-
tion of the fainter lines. No broad components are seen in these low-
resolution data.
loop 2 and loop 3 are distinct structures or two portions of
the same extended nebulosity. The extent of the entire loop
2 plus loop 3 structure is thus about 20 pc by 30 pc.
The [O III] jj5007, 4959 emission of this outer multishell
complex reveals a morphology somewhat di†erent from
that seen in Ha and [S II] (see Figs. 4 and 5). The [O III]
TABLE 1
LINE INTENSITIES FOR THE LUMINOUS SNR IN
NGC 6946
F(j) I(j)
Line (Hb \ 100) (Hb \ 100)a
He II j4686 . . . . . . . 14 15
Hb j4861 . . . . . . . . . . 100 100
[O III] j4959 . . . . . . 225 222
[O III] j5007 . . . . . . 685 680
[Fe II] j5158 . . . . . . 11 9
[N II] j5199 . . . . . . 16 13
[N II] j5755 . . . . . . 6 4
He I j5876 . . . . . . . . 15 9
[O I] j6300 . . . . . . . 150 85
[O I] j6364 . . . . . . . 55 30
[N II] j6548 . . . . . . 155 80
Ha j6563 . . . . . . . . . . 580 300
[N II] j6583 . . . . . . 445 230
He I j6678 . . . . . . . . 10 5
[S II] j6716 . . . . . . . 240 118
[S II] j6731 . . . . . . . 220 110
a Reddening correction assumes E(B[V )\ 0.65,
and the Cardelli et al. 1989A
V
/E(B[V )\ 3.1,
extinction curve.
TABLE 2
THE STELLAR COMPONENT NEAR MF 16
Star IDa V B[V
a . . . . . . . . 23.22 [0.18
b . . . . . . . . 23.08 [0.24
c . . . . . . . . 22.59 [0.18
d . . . . . . . . 22.64 ]0.46
a Stars are those indicated in Fig. 1.
image shows an elliptical east-west shell that has a sharper,
more well-deÐned structure. Emission from the central
crossing section of loop 2 may be largely missing, although
this interpretation is complicated by the presence of star
““ d,ÏÏ which can be seen in the continuum exposures, particu-
larly F555W. The overall size of the east-west shell structure
seen in [O III], including loop 1, is 15 pc] 34 pc, somewhat
narrower along the minor axis than its appearance in Ha
and [S II]. The shell walls appear thin and are only margin-
ally resolved in this PC1 image, implying a thickness of ^1
pc or less. Lastly, the PC1 images show faint, di†use emis-
sion outside the [O III] shell extending some 0A.1È0A.2
toward the east and north, especially visible in higher con-
trast (see Fig. 5). This is reminiscent of the photoionized
cavity wall and shock precursor emission seen in the LMC
remnant N132D (Morse et al. 1996), which is on a similar
physical scale.
3.3. L ine Ratios and Kinematics
The three Ha and [S II] emission loops exhibit line ratios
highly suggestive of shock emission and hence of an SNR
origin. The relative intensity of [S II] and Ha is high
throughout the nebular regions and varies only slightly
with position. We have extracted background-subtracted
counts from the whole nebula and from various portions in
the Ha and [S II] images to study this in detail. Scaling the
observed counts for the whole nebula in these images by the
calibrated spectral data, we Ðnd [S II] :Ha \ 1.03 in loop 1
and 1.15 in the bright crescent region only, compared with
0.86 in most of the extended loop 2 and loop 3 structure.
These values are much higher than those seen in photoion-
ized nebulae, strongly suggesting that shock ionization
dominates the Ha and [S II] emission from the entire
nebular complex, although a contribution from photoion-
ization is probable, especially for Ha (see below).
From the summed Ha and [S II] image data in Figure 5,
we can estimate the fraction of light coming from the di†er-
ent components. Using background-subtracted data, we
Ðnd (somewhat contrary to appearances) that roughly 30%
of the light arises from loop 1 (15% from the bright crescent
region alone) and 70% from loops 2 and 3 plus the di†use
outer emission. Hence, despite the appearance based on
surface brightness, the largest portion of the optical lumi-
nosity of the MF 16 complex arises from the larger, more
extended SNR structures. The tremendous luminosity of
this object reported earlier is a global characteristic of MF
16 and is not due to a single component.
The optical ground-based spectrum we show in Figure 6
represents an average spectrum of the MF 16 region, there
being insufficient spatial resolution to provide information
on any substructure in MF 16 itself. The extinction is
E(B[V ) \ 0.65, as derived from the observed Balmer dec-
rement, a CCM extinction curve, and an assumed theoreti-
cal Ha :Hb ratio of 3.0 [Note that this is higher than the
E(B[V ) \ 0.52 derived by Blair & Fesen 1994 from earlier
data ; see ° 2.2]. Correcting the stellar color of star ““ d ÏÏ for
the observed extinction makes it consistent in color with the
other stars shown in Table 2, strengthening the idea that
star ““ d ÏÏ is physically associated with MF 16, and that the
increased extinction is relatively local to MF 16.
The electron density sensitive [S II] line ratio of j6716/
j6731 is among the highest values for SNRs in NGC 6946,
as well as in several other nearby galaxies (Blair & Long
1997 ; Matonick & Fesen 1997 ; Gordon et al. 1998). These
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lines will be dominated by the shocked component even if
some photoionized gas is present (see below). The dered-
dened ratio of 1.09 indicates an electron density of
410 ^ 100 cm~3, assuming an electron temperature of 104
K. This is a very high mean density. For comparison, den-
sities of individual Cygnus Loop Ðlaments are nearly always
in the low-density limit (\100 cm~3 ; see Fesen, Blair, &
Kirshner 1982). Although extreme clumpiness could drive
this number up, the observed morphology of the nebular
emission argues against this scenario. The large density in
the shocked gas points toward a mean preshock density of
order 10 cm~3 and is indicative of shock propagation into
presupernova mass loss or of an otherwise dense circumstel-
lar environment.
These low-resolution, high-S/N spectral data show no
indication of faint broad wings on the bright lines, and they
show little broadening above the instrumental proÐle. Our
best limit on any high-velocity component comes from the
[O III] 5007 line. The measured line width is 4.48A A
FWHM, or 270 km s~1, but deconvolution of the instru-
mental proÐle would indicate an even smaller value. This is
consistent with the higher resolution long-slit echelle data
reported by Dunne, Gruendl, & Chu (2000 ; their Table 2).
MF 16Ïs optical spectrum shows two other major di†er-
ences with respect to other NGC 6946 SNRs (Matonick &
Fesen 1997) : (1) the [O III] emission is very strong with
respect to hydrogen Balmer lines ; and (2) the intensity of the
[N II] jj6548, 6583 emission is elevated relative to Ha.
Dunne et al. (2000) report two-component line proÐles for
[O III], Ha, and [N II]. A narrow component is attributed to
photoionized gas, and a broader component (*v\ 250È285
km s~1 FWHM) is attributed to shocks. Using their
observed ratios of Ñuxes in the broad and narrow com-
ponents for these lines with the information listed in our
Table 1, we can derive the line ratios in the broad and
narrow components separately. (No observations were
obtained for the [S II] lines, which should be almost com-
pletely dominated by the broader component.) For
instance, the average intrinsic [O III] :Ha ratio is 3.0, but we
Ðnd a ratio of only 2.60 for the broad-component gas and
3.60 for the narrow-component gas. For [N II] :Ha, we Ðnd
a ratio of 1.10 for the broad component and 0.93 for the
narrow component. These are subtle but important clues,
which are discussed separately below.
If we assume that the broad-to-narrow ratios for Ha and
Hb are the same, we derive an [O III] :Hb of 10.8 for the
narrow component and 7.8 for the broad component.
Hence, the perceived strength of the [O III] relative to the
Balmer lines is partially because of the photoionized com-
ponent with very high relative [O III] emission compared
with steady Ñow shock models. However, the [O III] :Hb
ratio for the broad component is still substantial, indicative
of a shock velocity well above 100 km s~1, possibly in the
120È150 km s~1 range (Dopita et al. 1984 ; Hartigan,
Raymond, & Hartmann 1987). This is consistent with the
observed broad component widths. It is possible that the
high observed ratio of [O III] :Hb in the broad component
indicates that a fraction of the shocks are ““ incomplete ÏÏ (i.e.,
recent encounters with dense material that have yet to
establish a full cooling and recombination zone), but this is
not certain with the current data.
The [N II] :Ha ratio is often seen to be elevated in shocks
compared with photoionized gas (see Blair & Long 1997). It
is thus gratifying to see that the broad component has an
elevated ratio compared with the narrow component after
our deconvolution. However, as pointed out by Dunne et al.
(2000), even the narrow [N II] emission in MF 16 has an
elevated ratio compared with other NGC 6946 H II regions,
and the broad-component ratio is considerably stronger
than in any of the Ðve other NGC 6946 SNRs studied by
Matonick & Fesen (1997). This indicates nitrogen enrich-
ment of the material, like that expected as a result of mass
loss from young, high-mass stars, as also concluded by
Dunne et al. (2000). We also note the detection of [N II]
j5755, which allows a measurement of the electron tem-
perature in the N` zone ; we Ðnd T (N`) \ 10,500^ 800 K,
another indication that shock heating is substantial.
Unfortunately, relating the kinematic components to spe-
ciÐc regions seen in the HST images cannot be done with
certainty with the current data. In particular, whether the
narrow (photoionized) component is associated with stellar
photoionization or with photoionized shock precursor
emission as seen outside the cavity wall in N132D (Morse et
al. 1996) remains to be determined.
4. INTERPRETATION
The new HST images have greatly clariÐed the nature of
the unusual SNR MF 16 in NGC 6946 by resolving it into a
complex region of nebular shells and a possible associated
young star cluster. Some tentative conclusions can be
drawn based on the observed morphology seen in the HST
images and on the supporting data. We Ðnd the circular
appearance of loop 1 and the associated brightened crescent
of emission to be compelling evidence that loop 1 represents
a relatively young, physically distinct SNR caught in the act
of interacting with the shell of an older expanding shell from
an earlier explosion (loop 2). It is not clear, however,
whether loop 3 represents yet another SNR or is simply an
extension of the older SNR represented by loop 2.
Comparison of MF 16Ïs Ha Ñux with that of other NGC
6946 SNRs shows that it is about 3 times as bright as the
next brightest SNR and more than an order of magnitude
brighter than the mean of the SNRs in the sample of
Matonick & Fesen (1997). It is worth noting that, at 5.1
Mpc, the current sample of optical SNRs is surely biased
toward the brighter objects, making MF 16Ïs total lumi-
nosity even more extreme. The relative luminosities of the
extended component (loops 2 and 3, 70%) and the loop 1
region (30%) make it clear that both of these nebulae by
themselves would be extremely luminous by normal SNR
standards. Taken in tandem, they become even more
extreme. Both the high mean electron density implied by the
[S II] line ratio and the strong [N II] jj6548, 6583 line
emission relative to Ha suggests shock interaction with
nitrogen-enriched circumstellar material. This is consistent
with MF 16Ïs location within or near a young stellar associ-
ation, and the enriched material could be attributable to the
direct progenitor(s) responsible for MF 16 or to other
massive stars in the region.
The appearance of the MF 16 nebula in [O III] (from the
F555W image) is suggestive of a young windblown cavity.
The presence of multiple Ha and [S II] loops or shells pro-
jected within the [O III] cavity suggests coeval evolution of
two or more massive association members that then
exploded within a relatively short time period, still within a
fairly young and dense interstellar-medium and
circumstellar-medium environment. The high extinction
local to the MF 16 region permits only the brightest
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members of the local population to be seen in the current
HST images. The centers of the loop 1 and loop 2 regions
are separated by or 8.9 pc in linear dimension on the0A.36,
sky (hence placing a lower limit on the separation of the
progenitors in the multiple-explosion model). The presence
of star ““ d ÏÏ in projection within the MF 16 shell strongly
suggests the presence of massive progenitor stars in the
region. Both the interaction region of loops 1 and 2 and the
high density of the cavity walls are the chief causes of MF
16Ïs extraordinary optical, radio, and X-ray luminosities.
One of the ramiÐcations of the tremendous luminosity of
MF 16 is that either the e†ective age of the SNR complex
must be small or the explosive energy input was high (or
some combination of the two). Blair & Fesen (1994), for
instance, estimated the age to be less than 3500 yr if the
explosion energy was D1051 ergs and the current observed
luminosity was representative over the lifetime of the object.
Having multiple explosions could in principle be a contrib-
uting factor, providing more than a single supernovaÏs
energy input into the region. However, an extreme explo-
sion energy or ““ hypernova ÏÏ picture (see Wang 1999) does
not appear to be necessary to explain MF 16 (see, e.g.,
Dunne et al. 2000).
If our interpretation of the elliptical [O III] ring is correct,
the larger, older SNR is in a cavity blown by the precursor
star. Hence, this SNR could have expanded rapidly, depos-
iting its energy only after reaching the cavity wall. Thus, its
moderate size (20 pc] 30 pc) could be accounted for by an
SNR only a few thousand years old, much younger than
one would estimate from a Sedov model and assumptions of
a homogeneous surrounding medium (D25,000 yr ; Dunne
et al. 2000). The SNR N132D in the LMC is a good com-
parison. This object has been interpreted as a cavity explo-
sion with an outer shell of diameter 23 pc, but with a
kinematically determined expansion age (from the ejecta) of
only 3150 yr (Morse, Winkler, & Kirshner 1995 ; Morse et
al. 1996). This interpretation for MF 16, however, requires
that the smaller loop 1 SNR be more nearly coeval with the
SNR that created the larger loop 2 and/or loop 3 structure,
presumably with at least two SNe in the same region within
a few thousand years of each other.
The current data set leaves us with a number of impor-
tant questions to answer. Is the apparent morphology really
representative of multiple shells of interacting SNRs? Does
patchiness in overlying extinction a†ect the observed mor-
phology? To what regions are the di†ering kinematic com-
ponents observed by Dunne et al. (2000) attributed? Is the
bright crescent really a region of interaction, or just a pro-
jection e†ect or geometric Ñuke? Long-slit spectroscopy at
high spatial resolution could clarify the extinction, kine-
matics, and relative line intensities for the various com-
ponents and permit a clear answer to these questions.
In addition, further HST imaging will be important.
Because our understanding of the nebulaÏs [O III] structure
was derived from its [O III] j5007 emission leaking through
the wing of a broadband Ðlter, it would be beneÐcial to
obtain a deeper exposure using a narrowband [O III] Ðlter
to better elucidate the structure of the [O III] nebular emis-
sions. Deeper broadband imagery could provide a much
better understanding of the underlying stellar population
near MF 16 and strengthen our tentative conclusion that
we are seeing only the brightest members of a larger associ-
ation.
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